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Abstract—We present here the scientific outcomes of the 2021
Data Fusion Contest (DFC2021) organized by the Image Analysis
and Data Fusion Technical Committee of the IEEE Geoscience and
Remote Sensing Society. DFC2021 was dedicated to research on
geospatial artificial intelligence (AI) for social good with a global
objective of modeling the state and changes of artificial and natural
environments from multimodal and multitemporal remotely sensed
data toward sustainable developments. DFC2021 included two
challenge tracks: “Detection of settlements without electricity” and
“Multitemporal semantic change detection.” This article mainly
focuses on the outcome of the multitemporal semantic change
detection track. We describe in this article the DFC2021 dataset
that remains available for further evaluation of corresponding
approaches and report the results of the best-performing methods
during the contest.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE Image Analysis and Data Fusion Technical Committee
(IADF TC) of the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Society (GRSS) is an international network of scientists working
on Earth observation, geospatial data fusion, and algorithms
for image analysis. It aims at connecting people and resources,
educating students and professionals, and promoting theoretical
advances and best practices in image analysis and data fusion.
Since 2006, the IADF TC organizes an annual challenge named
the Data Fusion Contest (DFC) for fostering ideas and progress
in remote sensing, distributing novel data, and benchmarking
analysis methods [1]–[15]. DFC2021 promotes interdisciplinary
research on geospatial artificial intelligence (AI) for social good.
The global objective was to build models for understanding the
state and changes of artificial and natural environments from
multimodal and multitemporal remote sensing data toward sustainable developments. The contest is designed as a benchmark
competition following previous editions [15]–[18]. DFC2021
includes the two following tracks, which were run in parallel:
1) Track DSE: Detection of Settlements without Electricity;
2) Track MSD: Multitemporal Semantic change Detection.
This article focuses mainly on the outcome of Track MSD.
Track MSD was co-organized together with Microsoft AI for
Good with a particular focus on automatic land cover change
detection and classification from multitemporal, multiresolution, and multispectral imagery. The main task of this track is to
produce bitemporal high-resolution land cover maps inputting
only low-resolution and noisy land cover labels for training.
The multisource datasets were captured over the U.S. state of
Maryland and consisted of 1) 1-m multispectral aerial imagery
for 2013 and 2017 from USDA National Agriculture Imagery
Program (NAIP) data, 2) 30-m multispectral satellite imagery
(Landsat-8) for five points in time between 2013 and 2017, and
3) 30-m noisy low-resolution land cover labels for 2013 and 2016
from USGS National Land Cover Database (NLCD) data (see
Fig. 1). Participants needed to infer high-resolution (1-m GSD)
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Fig. 1.
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Study area and example data for the MSD track of the 2021 IEEE GRSS Data Fusion Contest.

land cover maps that identify changes between 2013 and 2017.
The performance was evaluated based on the intersection-overunion metric averaged over eight change types. The challenge
was twofold: detecting which parts had changed between two
high-resolution aerial images and identifying the class of change
based on weak labels.
Both tracks of the DFC2021 addressed the following realworld social problems: 1) analysis of multisensor, multiresolution, and multitemporal data, and 2) learning from low-quality
labeled samples (weak supervision). The aforementioned problems are major open challenges in a wide range of fields, from
Earth observation to computer vision and machine learning [19].
The main feature of the contest is that it tackles directly some of
the most pressing social issues, e.g., energy equality and environmental conservation. In other words, the results of the contest
will impact not only in terms of technological development but
also as a tool for solving actual social problems [19].
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We describe
the datasets used in DFC21 in Section II and discuss the overall
results of the competition in Section III. Then, we will focus
in more detail on the approaches proposed by the first-ranked
teams of track MSD in Sections IV and V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this article.
II. DATA AND BASELINE OF THE DATA FUSION CONTEST 2021
The dataset for the MSD track of the DFC2021 includes nine
layers of data covering the U.S. state of Maryland spanning
from 2013 to 2017. Specifically, there are two layers of highresolution (1-m GSD) aerial imagery from the NAIP for 2013
and 2017, five layers of low-resolution (30-m GSD) annual
composites of Landsat 8 multispectral imagery for each year
from 2013 to 2017, and two layers of noisy low-resolution land
cover labels from the NLCD for 2013 and 2016. Details about
each type of layer is given in the following.
1) NAIP. The NAIP layers are four-band—red, green, blue,
and near infrared (NIR)—aerial imagery at a 1-m spatial

resolution. This imagery is cloud-free and is captured in
good weather conditions independently on a state-by-state
basis every two to three years.
2) Landsat 8. The Landsat 8 layers are nine-band multispectral satellite imagery at a 30-m spatial resolution. Using
Google Earth Engine, we generate a median composite
of all Landsat 8 surface reflectance scenes intersecting
Maryland for each year between 2013 and 2017. Before
taking the median, we mask each scene with per-pixel
cloud and cloud shadow estimates generated by the CFMASK algorithm.
3) NLCD. The NLCD layers contain 16-class land cover data
at a 30-m spatial resolution for 2013 and 2016 (from the
April 2019 data release). These data are created by the
Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium with a
consistent methodology that allows change to be inferred
between the different years of data.
The dataset is broken up into 2250 nonoverlapping tiles, each
of which covers an area of approximately 4 km × 4 km. Each
layer is resampled to 1 m/px (using bilinear interpolation for
the Landsat data and nearest neighbor interpolation for NLCD
data), projected into a Web Mercator projection1 and stored as
a GeoTIFF following the tile definitions.
The task of the competition is to predict loss/gain of four types
of land cover classes between the two NAIP layers at a 1-m resolution: “water,” “tree canopy,” “low vegetation,” or “impervious
surfaces.” The 16-class low-resolution labels are the only label
data that participants have access to. The participants are also
given a table of the joint class frequencies of the low-resolution
and high-resolution land cover classes in the 2013 imagery (see
Table I).
The predictions are evaluated with the mean intersectionover-union (mIoU) metric over a subset of the overall 2250 tiles
using held out high-resolution labels—50 in the validation phase
of the competition and 57 in the test phase of the competition.
1 EPSG:3857
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TABLE I
MAPPING FROM THE LOW-RESOLUTION NLCD CLASS LABELS TO THE
HIGH-RESOLUTION CLASS LABELS

High-resolution labels were never given to the participants to
encourage them to focus on how to best exploit weak supervision. Noisy low-resolution land cover labels are globally available, for example, from the MODIS MCD12Q1.006 product or
the Copernicus Global Land Cover Layer [20], and sparse highresolution labels can easily be collected to calculate label statistics similar to those shown in Table I. Therefore, any innovations
in this competition setup have immediate implications for similar
high-resolution land cover mapping around the globe. Proposed
methods will have to deal with label noise, mismatched land
cover class definitions, super-resolution of labels, and the challenges of combining multiple types of data sources in a model.
A. Baseline
We provided several naive baseline approaches in a public GitHub repository prior to the start of the competition.2
The first approach, NLCD difference, simply calculates
the low-resolution change from the pair of NLCD layers and
assigns the low-resolution class labels to high-resolution class
labels according to the mapping given in Table I. The other
methods—U-Net both, U-net separate, FCN both,
and FCN separate—train U-Net and fully convolutional
network (FCN) models with NAIP inputs and NLCD labels,
then infer pseudo-NLCD labels over the imagery, and finally
compute the high-resolution change by the same differencing
and assignment step used in NLCD difference. The methods named “both” consist of a single model trained on pairs
of NAIP imagery from 2013 with NLCD labels from 2013
and NAIP imagery from 2017 with NLCD labels from 2016,
while the methods named “separate” consist of two models:
one trained on the 2013 imagery and labels, and one trained on
the 2017 imagery and labels. For model architectures, the FCN
model is a five-layer fully convolutional model with 64 3 × 3
filters in each layer and ReLU activations, while the U-Net uses
a ResNet-18 backbone and uses the implementation from the
Segmentation Models PyTorch library [21]. In all cases, we train
with all available data (2250 tiles).
The baseline results on the validation phase are shown in
Table II. As expected, the NLCD difference method gives
2 [Online].

Available: https://github.com/calebrob6/dfc2021-msd-baseline/
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TABLE II
BASELINE APPROACH RESULTS ON THE VALIDATION SET

Fig. 2. Example predictions (right column) from the baseline FCN and
baseline U-Net models that are trained to predict low-resolution labels from
high-resolution inputs (left column). We observe that the U-Net and FCN
models produce qualitatively different predictions despite using the same inputs
and labels. The U-Net model (with a full receptive field) attempts to reproduce
the low-resolution labels and doesn’t identify small features in the imagery,
while the FCN model (with an 11-pixel receptive field) does identify small
features in the imagery.

the worse performance as many changes in the landscape are
only identifiable at higher resolutions. We observe that, under
both architectures, training separately in the different years of
data gives improved performance and that the FCN architecture
gives the overall better performance. Qualitatively, we observe
in Fig. 2 that the U-Net architectures are able to fit to the
low-resolution labels and make low-resolution predictions despite using high-resolution imagery as input. In contrast, the
FCN architecture is limited (by construction) with a receptive
field of 11 pixels. Here, the model is unable to fit to the lowresolution labels and produces higher fidelity output as a result.
While the NLCD classes themselves are not meaningful at a
1-m resolution (e.g., the distinction between “Developed, High
Intensity” and “Developed, Low Intensity” cannot be defined
at 1-m resolution), this gives a better result when the class
labels are remapped into the high-resolution class labels. The
best performing baseline model achieves a mIoU score of 0.453
on the validation set.
III. ORGANIZATION, SUBMISSIONS, AND RESULTS
There were 139 unique registrations at the CodaLab competition website3 during the development phase and 20 teams
entered the test phase after screening the descriptions of their
3 [Online].

Available: https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/27956
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TABLE III
TOP RANKED TEAMS AND THEIR APPROACHES

approaches submitted by the end of the development phase. With
active participation from all registered teams, 2033 submissions
were received during the development phase. During the test
phase, the maximum number of submissions per team was
limited to ten, and 115 submissions were received. The final
ranking was determined based on the mIoU averaged over eight
types of change.
The first to fourth ranked teams were awarded as winners of
the DFC2021 Track MSD and presented their solutions during
the 2021 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Symposium. The four winning teams are the following.
1) 1st place: AsheLee team; Zhuohong Li, Fangxiao Lu,
Hongyan Zhang, Guangyi Yang, and Liangpei Zhang from
Wuhan University, China [22].
2) 2nd place: tulilin team; Lilin Tu, Jiayi Li, and Xin Huang
from Wuhan University, China [23].
3) 3rd place: baoqianyue team; Qianyue Bao, Yang Liu,
Zixiao Zhang, Dafan Chen, Yuting Yang, Licheng Jiao,
and Fang Liu from Xidian University, China [24].
4) 4th place: EVER team; Zhuo Zheng, Yinhe Liu, Shiqi
Tian, Junjue Wang, Ailong Ma, and Yanfei Zhong from
Wuhan University, China [25].
Table III summarizes the characteristics of the methods of the
top four teams. We can see that these methods are diverse, but
there are some common features. All teams used high-resolution
labels, which are predicted by segmentation models trained with
high-resolution images and low-resolution labels, as pseudolabels for retraining segmentation models. Similar to previous
editions of DFC, many teams used ensembling (or model fusion)
of different neural networks and refinement of high-resolution
classification maps by morphological filtering and thresholding
for further improvement.
The top two teams were unique in which they incorporated
low-resolution label refinement, but the way they did it varied
greatly. AsheLee built up a low-resolution segmentation model
using Landsat-8 data for label refinement, while tulilin used
global land cover products other than the data distributed in
the contest to make corrections based on human knowledge.
The teams differed in their use of Landsat-8 data and how
they used it. tulilin and EVER used spectral indices extracted
from Landsat-8 data as hand-crafted features in intermediate
and postprocessing, respectively. AsheLee and EVER proposed
neural networks for a multitask problem that solves land cover
classification and change detection simultaneously, which is an
ingenious way to deal with the problem setting. The changes
related to water is particularly challenging, and baoqianyue built
a classifier specialized only for water, while tulilin and EVER

Fig. 3.

Flowchart of the overall scheme.

used water indices as features for accuracy improvement. The
following sections detail the top two winning solutions.
IV. FIRST PLACE TEAM OF TRACK MSD
The method of the first place team in Track MSD includes four
stages: label improvement, multimodel fusion, cross-detection,
and postprocessing. The flowchart of the scheme is shown in
Fig. 3.
A. Label Improvement
1) Designing of the Overall Scheme: In this section, we aim
at improving the original low-resolution labels to generate pseudolabels for the subsequent parts, which mainly deals with the
following two problems. 1) The acquisition times between the
NLCD labels and NAIP imagery are not completely corresponding, which may lead to the mismatch of training pairs. 2) The
spatial resolution between the NLCD labels and NAIP imagery
are not matched, which may restrict the effect of advanced
networks with large receptive field or deep encoder–decoder
structure, e.g., UNet [26], DeepLab v3+ [27], etc.
With the consideration of the first problem, the acquisition
times between pseudolabels and images should be aligned.
Therefore, we first use the Landsat-8 images that have a wide
time-span and the NLCD to generate time-aligned pseudolabels.
Because only the 2013 and 2016 NLCD labels are provided, we
use the 2017 Landsat-8 images and the 2016 NLCD labels to
train a siamese SkipFCN, which is done for two considerations:
1) When the acquisition time of images is relatively close, their
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Multimodel fusion and labels iteration.

labels, which are the regular losses of semantic segmentation
L1 = LCE (θ(x1 ), y1 ); L2 = LCE (θ(x2 ), y2 ).
Fig. 4.

Siamese SkipFCNs network.

feature differences are negligible; 2) since the pseudolabels will
be used for training along with the NAIP images from 2013
and 2017, the pseudolabels generated by Landsat-8 images from
2017 can be used to describe the land cover features in 2017 more
truly. Based on the above discussion, two Landsat-8/NLCD pairs
(i.e., 2013/2013 and 2017/2016) are used at the very beginning
of label improvement process and generate pseudolabels which
have the same resolution as the Landsat-8 image. Compared
with the original NLCD, its details are richer, and the edges are
smoother. At the same time, the alignment of the acquisition
time between the produced pseudolabel and the NAIP imagery
have been completed. The labels generated in this phase are
called Landsat-Low Resolution Labels (Landsat-LRL), which
represents that they are generated with low-resolution Landsat-8
images.
After the first phase, we replace the input images to NAIP and
train a new SkipFCN along with Landsat-LRL labels. Then a set
of updated pseudolabels, which have the same resolution with
the input NAIP image, would be generated, which are called
NAIP-High Resolution Labels (NAIP-HRL). So far, we have
solved both problems that we listed above in this stage.
2) Designing of Networks: Since the NLCD is mosaic and
low-resolution, advanced networks with large receptive fields
may overfit the noisy labels and make fuzzy predictions. Based
on that, a Siamese SkipFCNs network is designed for labels
resolution improvement, as shown in Fig. 4. The network contains two SkipFCNs with weight-sharing. Each SkipFCN has
five Conv-ReLU layers that maintain small receptive fields [28]
and skip connections in the intermediate layers that preserve
shallow information [29]. These convolutional layers are all
with 3 × 3 kernels and 1 pixel padding at each side, leading
to the fact that the resolution of feature maps stays the same
during the network forward process. This is the reason why the
generated labels have the same resolution as the input images.
During training, as Chopra et al. did in [30], a loss function
including three parts (L1 , L2 , and Lm ) is proposed. The L1
and L2 parts are two supervised losses between predictions and

(1)

In (1), LCE denotes the cross-entropy loss, θ(·) denotes the
composition of operations (convolution, activation, and batch
normalization) used in the networks, and xi and yi denote the
input and corresponding label of the ith branch. The Lm part is
a contrastive loss
Lm = LMSE (tanh(φ(x1 , x2 )), XOR(y1 , y2 ))

K
φ(x1 , x2 ) =
(θ(x1 )i − θ(x2 )i )2 .
i=1

(2)
(3)

In (2) and (3), LMSE denotes the mean square loss, and φ(·, ·)
denotes the Euclidean distance between two inputs, K denotes
the number of prediction channels, and i denotes the ith channel
of prediction. The tanh activation function maps the output to the
range of [0,1) since the Euclidean distance is always positive.
The XOR operation generates the binary original change map, in
which 1 denotes changed pixel and 0 denotes unchanged pixel.
This loss function makes the network focus on not only the
segmentation task but also the change detection task. During
training, we randomly select two images as the input of the
network. The two images may come from the same year or come
from different years, so do the labels, which makes the network
not sensitive to the order of inputs.
B. Multimodel Fusion
The previously generated NAIP-HRLs still contain errors,
which renders them as not accurate enough for being used in
training the advanced models. To reduce label error, as shown in
Fig. 5, multiple models are trained separately in years, and their
outputs are fused as new pseudolabels for further retraining.
Specifically, by considering that the HRNet and Deeplab v3+
have reported state-of-the-art performance in general segmentation tasks [27], [31], and SkipFCN is a shallow structure that
we proposed to maintain mapping details, the NAIP images and
NAIP-HRL labels are used to train the years 2013 and 2017
branches of these three models for integrating the advantages
of multimodels. Then, arithmetical average assignment is applied to integrate their outputs and intersection operation is
implemented, which only preserves the identical parts in two
years’ predictions, to maintain the common high confidence
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TABLE IV
IOU OF DIFFERENT ATTEMPTS ON DEVELOPMENT PHASE (TEAM ASHELEE)

Fig. 6.

Cross-detection structure.

Note: H: HRNet; D: Deeplab v3+; U: UNet; S: SkipFCN.
CD: Cross-detection; PP: Postprocessing.
Intersect-HRL i : i th label iteration.

parts in the bitemporal predictions. The intersected outputs,
called “Intersected High-Resolution Labels (Intersect-HRL),”
become the new training labels in the next iteration. This
process is repeated until the results are stable and with high
precision.
C. Cross-Detection Structure
At the final stage of our scheme, the predicted land cover maps
of 2013 and 2017 need to be intersected into final change maps.
By considering the “single year overfitting” issue that is brought
by separate training process in the multimodel fusion phase. A
practical structure, called “cross-detection,” is applied to reduce
the redundant errors and implement more interactions between
branches. As shown in Fig. 6, it is performed by using the 2013
branch of the fusion model to predict 2017 validation set and
repeating the process in the 2017 branches. Then two crosschange maps are taken as a restriction to the original change
map.
D. Postprocessing
After the final outputs of cross-detection, shadow-removal,
NDVI restriction, and morphological methods are implemented
in the postprocessing step. For removing the uncertain area covered by shadow, the intensity channel of hue-saturation-intensity
color model and NIR channel of images are used to detect
and remove false alarms in the shadow. To discriminate low
vegetation and impervious surface better, NDVIs are performed
to restrict change maps. Finally, several morphology methods,
including erosion, dilation, and small object removal, are used
to remove remaining slight errors.
E. Results and Discussion
To demonstrate our attempts at each stage more clearly, the
experimental results of the applied method on the development
phase are reported. For the purpose of evaluating the results

Fig. 7. Example results of the method of Team AsheLee. (a) and (b) NAIP
image (2013/2017). (c) and (d) Land cover change (loss/gain).

quantitatively and qualitatively, we compare the four stages IoU
score of our method in Table IV and illustrate the visual results
in Fig. 7. By comparing the quantitative results between the
baseline method trained on UNet and our approach, we can
see that by applying the label improvement in the first stage,
the score increases from 0.3610 to 0.5380. This suggests that
the preliminary label-resolution improvement greatly improves
the detection accuracy. Due to the continued label iteration
in the second stage, the maximum score reaches 0.6541 for the
single model. By adopting the multimodel fusion, we find that
the fusion strategy conducting on HRNet, Deeplab v3+, and
UNet performs even worse with a mIoU of 0.6534. However,
the score of the fusion model that includes HRNet, Deeplab
v3+, and SkipFCN increases to 0.6794, which is because these
networks are quite different in structure, and, thus, their results
can well complement each other. This sign also indicates that the
multimodel fusion strategy can perform much better than every
included networks when their structures have complementary
advantages. Finally, due to the effect of cross-detection and
postprocessing in removing false detections, the score reaches
0.7025 in development phase and reaches 0.6772 on the test
dataset. In the future, based on the widely existing weak labels
and high-resolution images, we will apply this method to detect
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landscape or urban changes that occur in a wider coverage
and further verify the approach effectiveness on more variable
remotely sensed data at a larger scale.
V. SECOND PLACE TEAM OF TRACK MSD
The algorithm proposed by the second-place team, a semisupervised deep learning approach for high-resolution classification and change detection using low-resolution NLCD labels,
is described in this section. The NLCD labels were refined
using global land cover products as a preprocessing step. For
generating high-resolution classification and change maps, an
FCN [32] was trained in two stages, i.e., using low-resolution
NLCD labels and high-resolution pseudolabels, respectively.
Modified normalized difference water index (MNDWI) [33],
ensemble training, and decision-level fusion were used to improve the performance. Furthermore, a series of postprocessing
steps from the pixel level to the scene level were implemented
on the change maps in order to reduce commission errors in the
change detection results.
A. Preprocessing
The data preprocessing includes the following steps.
1) Label Reclassification: The 16-class NLCD labels were
reclassified into four target classes: Water, Tree Canopy, Low
Vegetation, and Impervious according to the approximate correspondence between NLCD and target classes [34]. For pixels
with NLCD classes which may correspond to more than one
target classes (e.g., Developed Open Space, Developed Low
Intensity, and Barren Land), they were removed from the NLCD
labels and were not used as training samples.
2) Label Refinement: NLCD labels were refined using five global land cover products: FROM-GLC10 [35],
GLCFCS30 [36], Globeland30 [37], Global Forest Change [38],
and Global Surface Water [39]. Similarly, the labels of these land
cover products were reclassified to the target classes. Only pixels
with the same label in NLCD, FROM-GLC10, GLCFCS30, and
Globeland30 were preserved. For Global Forest Change and
Global Surface Water, they were used to remove the erroneous
Tree Canopy and Water labels, respectively.
3) Training Sample Generation: The NAIP images and refined NLCD labels were cropped into a series of patches with
the size of 512 × 512 as training samples. The NAIP images of
the year 2013 were assigned with the NLCD labels of the year
2013, and the NAIP images of the year 2017 were assigned with
the NLCD labels of the year 2016.
B. Network Training, Classification, and Change Detection
The overall framework for generating classification and
change maps was shown in Fig. 8, which mainly composed of
three steps: training with low-resolution NLCD labels, training
with high-resolution pseudolabels, and decision-level fusion.
Algorithm details are described as follows.
1) FCN Network Model: As shown in Fig. 8, FCN has
five 3 × 3 convolutional layers for feature extraction and one

Fig. 8.

Overall framework for generating classification and change maps.

1 × 1 convolutional layer for classification. Without any downsampling layers (i.e., pooling layers), the network has small
receptive field and, hence, would not tend to overfit the lowresolution and noisy labels. In this way, high-resolution classification maps (i.e., classification maps with the same resolution as
NAIP images) can be obtained after training with low-resolution
NLCD labels.
2) Network Training and Classification: First, bi-temporal
NAIP images along with the NLCD labels were all fed into one
FCN for training. Subsequently, classification maps of all NAIP
image tiles were predicted. High-resolution pseudolabels were
then generated from the classification maps. Specifically, the
class probability of the four target classes was calculated for each
pixel, and only pixels with the maximum class probability larger
than a threshold were preserved and fed into the pseudolabels. In
the next training period, MNDWI, which can better discriminate
water from impervious layer than normalized difference water
index (NDWI), was extracted from the Landsat-8 images
G − NIR
G + NIR
G − SWIR
MNDWI =
G + SWIR
NDWI =

(4)
(5)

where G, NIR, and SWIR represent the pixel value of the green
band, NIR band, and short-wave infrared band, respectively.
MNDWI was concatenated with the four-band NAIP images
as the input features and high-resolution pseudolabels were
used as new training samples during the next training period.
In addition, the sample set was divided into five parts and an
ensemble of five FCNs was trained. The classification maps of
this training period were generated via the soft-voting of the five
FCNs.
3) Decision-Level Fusion and Change Map Generation: After the network training, the classification maps of the two
training periods were fused in the decision level. Specifically, for
each pixel, the maximum class probability of each classification
map was compared and the label corresponding to the higher
probability was assigned to the pixel. Change maps were generated from the fused bi-temporal classification maps according
to the encoding rules of the contest.
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Fig. 9. Illustrations of the effect of CVA. (a) NAIP image of the year 2013.
(b) NAIP image of the year 2017. (c) Feature difference map generated by
CVA. (d) Change map before postprocessing (loss map). (e) Change map before
postprocessing (gain map). (f) Change map after postprocessing based on CVA
(loss map). (g) Change map after postprocessing based on CVA (gain map).

Fig. 11. Illustrations of the effect of the scene-level postprocessing. (a) NAIP
image of the year 2013. (b) NAIP image of the year 2017. (c) Classification map
of the year 2013 (blue: Water; dark green: Tree Canopy; green: Low Vegetation;
red: Impervious). (d) Classification map of the year 2017. (e) Change map the
before scene-level postprocessing. (f) Blockwise change map generated from
the bi-temporal classification maps (marked in yellow). (g) Change map after
the scene-level postprocessing.

pixels with change probability smaller than a threshold, the
change labels were modified according to the class labels with
the second maximum class probability. In addition, two kinds of
changes, Impervious to Water and Impervious to Tree Canopy
were nearly impossible according to the NLCD statistics [34].
For the pixels with these two kinds of changes, the change labels
were modified to Low Vegetation to Water and No Change,
respectively.
2) Postprocessing Based on Change Vector Analysis:
Change vector analysis (CVA) [40] was conducted on the bitemporal feature maps generated by the last feature extraction
layer of the FCN to obtain the feature difference map

diff =
diffnorm =

Fig. 10. Illustrations of the effect of spatial postprocessing. (a) Bi-temporal
NAIP images (top: NAIP image of the year 2013; bottom: NAIP image of the
year 2017). (c) Change map before postprocessing (Top: loss map; bottom: gain
map). (d) Change map after spatial postprocessing (top: loss map; bottom: gain
map).

C. Postprocessing
Four postprocessing steps from the pixel level to the scene
level were performed on the change maps in order to reduce the
commission errors.
1) Postprocessing Based on Change Probability: For each
change pixel, the change probability was calculated with the
following equation:
probchange = prob2013 × prob2017

(6)

where prob2013 and prob2017 represent the maximum class
probability of the years 2013 and 2017, respectively. For change

n
i=1

(feati2013 − feati2017 )2

diff − diffmin
diffmax − diffmin

(7)
(8)

where feati2013 and feati2017 represent the ith-dimensional feature
in 2013 and 2017, respectively, and n is the total number of the
features.
For each change pixel, if the feature difference is smaller than
a threshold, the pixel was removed from the change map. A representative example for the CVA postprocessing is demonstrated
in Fig. 9.
3) Spatial Postprocessing: Morphological opening and closing operators were performed on the change maps to deal with
the noise in the edges of the objects that were caused by the
difference of imaging angle between the bi-temporal NAIP
images. Area and length-and-width ratio were used to further
eliminate the small and long-narrow errors in the change maps.
The effect of spatial postprocessing is shown in Fig. 10.
4) Postprocessing in the Scene Level: Motivated by [41],
each image tile was divided into a series of blocks. For each
block, the class distribution histogram was counted according
to the classification maps. Each column of the histograms was
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Fig. 12. Some example visual results generated by the proposed method. (a) NAIP image of the year 2013. (b) NAIP image of the year 2017. (c) Loss map.
(d) Change map.

regarded as a feature of the corresponding block and the bitemporal feature difference of each block was calculated. For
each block, if the feature difference was smaller than a threshold, this block was considered no change and all the change
objects in the block were removed. The effect of the scene-level
postprocessing is shown in Fig. 11.
D. Results and Discussion
In this section, experimental results of the proposed method on
the test dataset of the contest are reported. In order to investigate
the effect of various components in the proposed method, six
modules were tested.
1) NLCD-FCN: The FCN model was trained with NAIP
images and low-resolution NLCD labels.
2) Pseudo-FCN: The FCN model was trained with NAIP
images and high-resolution pseudolabels.

3) NLCD-MNDWI-FCN: NAIP images and MNDWI extracted from Landsat-8 images were used as input features of
the FCN, and NLCD labels were used as training samples.
4) Pseudo-MNDWI-FCN: NAIP images and MNDWI extracted from Landsat-8 images were used as input features of
the FCN, and high-resolution pseudolabels were used as training
samples.
5) FCN-Fusion: Decision-level fusion was conducted on
the classification maps generated by NLCD-FCN and PseudoMNDWI-FCN.
6) FCN-Fusion-Post: The proposed method. Postprocessing
was performed on the change maps generated by FCN-fusion.
Table V presents the change detection accuracies on the test
dataset for different modules. When training with NAIP images
and NLCD labels (NLCD-FCN), the mean IoU of change detection was 0.5468. However, when training with NAIP images and
pseudolabels (Pseudo-FCN), the mean IoU decreased by 2.47%,
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TABLE V
CHANGE DETECTION ACCURACIES OF THE PROPOSED METHOD ON THE TEST DATASET OF THE CONTEST (EVALUATED BY INTERSECTION OVER UNION OF EACH
CHANGE CLASSES, WITH BEST PERFORMANCE SHOWN IN BOLD)

which indicates that merely four-band NAIP images were insufficient to fit the pseudolabels that have higher resolution and
larger data volume compared with the NLCD labels. After the
MNDWI was added to the input features (Pseudo-MNDWIFCN), the change detection accuracy was significantly raised
(with the mean IoU 5.49% higher than that of NLCD-FCN)
especially for the IoU of Water loss and Impervious gain which
were highly influenced by the misclassification of Water and Impervious. Note that MNDWI can improve the change detection
accuracy only when training with high-resolution labels. The
result of NLCD-MNDWI-FCN shows a sharp decrease of the
mean IoU to 0.4429 when MNDWI was used for training with
low-resolution NLCD labels. Decision-level fusion of the results
of NLCD-FCN and Pseudo-MNDWI-FCN (FCN-fusion) combined the advantages of both low-resolution and high-resolution
labels and hence improved the mean IoU by 4.18% and increased
the IoU of all the classes. By reducing commission errors in
the change maps through postprocessing, FCN-fusion-post, the
proposed method, further improved the accuracy and yielded
the highest mean IoU of 0.6657. It is worth mentioning that
when the pseudolabels were iterated, e.g., the method of the
first-place team, the change detection accuracies can be further
boosted. Some visual results generated by the proposed method
are shown in Fig. 12. For future work, we will improve the
transferability of the network models and promote the approach
to a wider range of applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
During the last decades, Earth observation and remote sensing
were dominantly used for deriving the current state of the Earth,
i.e., answering questions such as “What can be observed where?”
If temporal information was used then usually in the form of time
series, i.e., exploiting the idea that the properties of a geo-/biophysical process and therefore the signal might change (e.g., due
to plant growth), but the underlying process remains fixed (e.g.,
same type of crop during a period of time). Only in the last years
has the dynamic nature of the system Earth been moving into the
focus of the remote sensing and computer vision communities
and been the direct goal of corresponding methods to detect,
monitor, and predict. On the one hand, the reason is better
data availability. The increasing number of airborne and, more
importantly, spaceborne sensors provides high-quality images
with a high temporal resolution. On the other hand, methods to

automatically interpret remote sensing imagery have evolved
considerably. Together with the currently available required
compute power, modern approaches have capabilities that go
well beyond the production of static semantic maps based on a
single image per scene. Instead, they allow to detect significant
and meaningful changes. Early approaches aimed for simple
binary maps, i.e., asking a Yes/No question whether a change
had occurred in a given scene. Modern methods aim for a more
fine-grained information and predict the type of change, i.e.,
“What has changed into what?” This task is of high importance
as it not only characterizes the dynamic system Earth much better
than static maps, but it also allows to assign different levels
of relevance to different types of change (e.g., in the context
of deforestation or the spread of impervious surfaces in urban
areas). From a scientific point of view, this offers a multitude
of interesting challenges. One of them is that fully supervised
learning reaches its boundaries in the context of semantic change
detection: Manually creating large-scale semantic annotations
is already a tedious and costly task which scales very poorly to
the amount of data required by modern deep learning methods.
Creating training labels for change maps requires to analyze not
only one but to carefully compare at least two images per scene
requires an even larger workload. Requiring semantic classes
of change only increases this difficulty. Thus, the availability
of large-scale multitemporal image data with highly accurate
annotations of semantic change is very unlikely. Instead, the
corresponding approaches have to be able to handle either small
datasets with accurate labels or large datasets with less accurate
labels (weak supervision).
In this article, we summarize the Track MSD of the 2021 IEEE
GRSS Data Fusion Contest, organized by the IEEE GRSS IADF
TC, that was dedicated to exactly this real-world environmental
challenge: to detect change within specific semantic classes. To
this aim, Track MSD provided nine different layers of data:
high-resolution aerial imagery from the NAIP for 2013 and 2017,
five layers of low-resolution Landsat 8 multispectral imagery
for each year from 2013 to 2017, and noisy low-resolution land
cover labels from the NLCD for 2013 and 2016. These data
not only cover the wide temporal range from 2013 to 2017 but
also spread over the entire U.S. state of Maryland spanning. To
increase realism, only low-resolution labeled samples were provided for training corresponding machine learning approaches
(weak supervision).
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The challenge of low-resolution labels was one of the main
issues addressed by all winning teams in a similar manner:
Semantic segmentation models trained on the high-resolution
images but with low-resolution labels were used to predict highresolution semantic maps which were used as pseudolabels in
subsequent processing steps. Low-level image operations such
as morphology and thresholding were employed to stabilize
predictions, while fusing the output of an ensemble of neural
networks was used to address the remaining variance in the
estimates. Interestingly, traditional approaches, e.g., exploiting
domain knowledge in the form of spectral indices, were used
as well as modern approaches such as casting the task into a
multiobjective learning problem where land cover classification
and change detection are solved simultaneously.
The four top ranked solutions of this track presented their
methods at IGARSS 2021, while the two top ranking solutions
are described in this article in more detail. As in previous
years, the DFC2021 attracted global attention with participants
well distributed over the world, different affiliations, and career
stages. This clearly illustrates the interest of the remote sensing
and earth observation community to use the available tools and
expertise to contribute to the social good. Furthermore, many of
the contest participants were students, which shows that the DFC
is introduced to early career scientists and used for educational
purposes.
The data remain accessible after the DFC2021 on Azure
in a read-only blob container4 to allow further research and
contributions. The CodaLab evaluation server and its public
leaderboard5 was reopened and made accessible from the contest
website.6 Thus, anyone can submit prediction results, obtain
performance statistics, compare to other users, and, hopefully,
improve on the results presented in this article.
Apart from the obvious societal impact, the DFC2021 Track
MSD states also a very interesting challenge from a scientific
point of view. The need of modern machine learning approaches
to be trained on large-scale datasets inevitably leads to a decrease
in label quality as it becomes infeasible to carefully curate
thousands and millions of annotated images. Instead, existing
products have to be leveraged which are (at least potentially)
misaligned, at a lower resolution, partially outdated, or simply
erroneous. Increasing the manual workload during annotation
and quality assessment simply does not scale well enough. Modern methods of machine learning—in particular when applied to
remote sensing and earth observation problems—need to be able
to cope with these issues. Questions like if and how different
sensor data should be fused to improve predictions, how to process different spatial and spectral resolutions within a common
framework, and how to mitigate issues due to label noise or
otherwise degraded reference data (e.g., lower resolutions) are
far from being solved. All of these questions represent very
active research directions where the future promises significant
4 [Online].
Available: https://www.grss-ieee.org/community/technicalcommittees/2021-ieee
-grss-data-fusion-contest-track-msd/ for download instructions
5 [Online]. Available: https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/27956
6 [Online].
Available: https://www.grss-ieee.org/community/technicalcommittees/2021-ieee-grss-data-fusion-contest-track-msd/
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advancements. In this regard, the data of the DFC2021 provide
a valuable benchmark dataset that can be used to evaluate all or
only some of these aspects.
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